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Welcome to the first edition
of Mountain Bike Action, our
new quarterly supplement..

The Fox 36 is arguably the
most versatile fork in Fox’s
lineup and is able to tackle..

If you’ve ever ridden in a
group and been dropped (I
think we all have), then you..

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
/ MIKE WORTH
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PRODUCT TESTS
/ FOX FLOAT 36

GARAGE FILES
/ TERRAIN

BIKING STORIES
/ GALLERY

LAST WORDS
/ NICK GIESE

Getting rowdy: Mountain
bikes are designed to handle
the most trecherous terrain...

In order to reach the national
parks and famous singletrack
trails just outside...

Cannondale’s Bad Habit is
one of the latest bikes to
embody this trend...

FEATURE ARTICLE
/ MB: THE BASICS
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T E S T S

high- and low-speed compression adjustments. The 36 fork is also available with
the simpler FIT4 damper, which brings the
price down by $70. The Performance Elite
version, which is slightly less expensive,
comes with black-anodized uppers and
has the same damper options. Our test
fork tipped the scales at 1986 grams (4.4
pounds) and sells for $1050. The more
basic Performance Elite version with a FIT4
damper sells for $890.

THE EVOLUTION

P R O D U C T

The biggest difference on the new 36 is
the EVOL air spring. “EVOL” is what Fox
named its extra-volume spring, which increases the size of the air spring to deliver
a more linear spring curve that’s supple
off the top on small bumps and still has
the support to handle big hits and resist
bottoming. The EVOL system uses a larger
“negative spring,” which is essentially
the same patented technology Fox uses
in its rear shocks to deliver less feedback
by reducing the breakaway force. That’s
fancy suspension-speak for, “They made it
smoother and more tunable.”

FOX FLOAT 36
EVOL FORK

T

he Fox 36 is arguably the most versatile fork in Fox’s lineup
and is able to tackle everything, including gravity-fed chutes
and the most technical downhill trails. It’s the choice of
back-to-back Enduro World Series champion Richie Rude, and if it’s
good enough for a guy that fast, it’s certainly good enough for the
rest of us mortals. The new 36 may look much like the ones from
years past, but as with all of Fox’s suspension, the magic is on the
inside. We brought one of these burly single-crown beasts into our
test fleet to see if the designers at Fox could improve on an already
stellar fork.

TECH INFO
Fox took its existing, podium-winning 36 chassis; added its EVOL
air-spring technology; tweaked the spring curves; and dialed in
the damper to make the new 36. The fork is available in 26- (say
what?), 27.5- and 29-inch versions, with travel ranging from 150 to
180 millimeters. The new 36 is also available at multiple price points
with different tube-coating and damper options. The 36 fork tested
here comes with Kashima-coated upper tubes and independent
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TURN UP
THE VOLUME
The EVOL air spring has a higher volume
negative spring than the previous design,
but the positive air spring is still tunable
using Fox’s volume reducers. These little
plastic pucks snap to the top cap and take
up space, effectively making the positive
air chamber smaller without affecting the
EVOL negative spring. Smaller air volumes
are more progressive, which means they
resist bottoming out more. The fork came
to us with no volume reducers installed,
and that’s how we rode it for the bulk of
the test; however, riders who like to jump
and huck off drops may prefer to add
some of these volume reducers to keep
the fork from bottoming.

ON THE TRAILS
We bolted the new 36 to our tried-andtrue Pivot Mach 6, which was the perfect
candidate, because we’d been running
the previous-generation 36 on it for we
noticed the air pressures were different
than our previous fork. Fortunately, Fox
provides a setup chart sticker right on the
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BIKING
THE BASIC SKILLS
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GOING UPHILL
Shift into a low gear. Before shifting, ease up on your pedaling to
decrease pressure on the chain. Find the gear best for you that
matches the terrain and steepness of each climb.
Stay seated. Standing out of the saddle often helps when
climbing steep hills with a road bike, but you may find that on
dirt, standing causes your rear tire to lose its grip and spin out.
Climbing requires traction, especially in loose terrain. Stay seated
as long as you can.
Lean forward. On very steep hills, the front end may feel unweighted and suddenly pop up. Slide forward on the saddle, and
lean over the handlebars. This adds more weight to the front wheel
and should help keep you grounded.
Keep pedaling. On rocky climbs, keep the pressure on, and
don’t let up on those pedals. The slower you go through rough
trail sections, the harder you will work.

GOING DOWNHILL
Shift into the big chainring. Shifting into the big ring before a
bumpy descent will help keep the chain from bouncing off. And
should you crash or disengage your leg from the pedal, the chain
will cover the teeth of the big ring so they don’t bite into your leg.
Relax. Stay loose on the bike, and don’t lock your elbows or
clench your grip. Your elbows need to bend with the bumps
and absorb the shock, while your hands should have a firm but
controlled grip on the bars to keep things steady. Steer with your
body, allowing your shoulders to guide you through each turn and
around each obstacle.
Don’t oversteer or lose control. Mountain biking is much like
downhill skiing, since you must shift your weight from side-to-side
down narrow, bumpy descents. Your bike will have the tendency to

“RISE ABOVE
THE SADDLE”

BRAKING
Using your brakes requires you to use your head, especially when
descending. No, not as a stopping block it means using your
best judgment on how much or how little to squeeze those brake
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levers.
The more weight a tire carries, the more braking power it has.
When going downhill, your front wheel carries more weight than
the rear. Braking with the front brake helps keep you in control
without going into a skid. Be careful, though, not to overdo it and
accidentally toss yourself over the handlebars. And don’t neglect
your rear brake. When descending, shift your weight back over
the rear wheel, thus increasing your rear braking power as well.
This balances the power of both brakes and gives you maximum
control.
Good riders learn how much of their weight to shift over each
wheel and to apply just enough braking power to each brake, so
not to “endo” over the handlebars or skid down a trail.

READ THE TRAIL
It’s important to read the trail when you’re mountain biking. What
does this mean? Well, you should always know what’s ahead and
prepare for roots, rocks, drops, jumps, and obstacles that are 1520 feet ahead. Look where you want to go - not where you think
you will fall! Think about ‘scanning’ the trail - and constantly scan
the area from your front tire to 20 feet ahead.

PREPARING TO FALL
It’s inevitable - you will fall. And when you do, hopefully you will
stand up tall after and shake it off. Then, hopefully you will proudly
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f you’ve ever ridden in a group and been dropped (I think we
all have), then you know what it’s like to want to go faster, climb
better, descend quicker and clear every obstacle in the path.
While only lots of riding, great fitness and endless bailouts into the
bushes will make you the hottest rider on the block, here are some
basic skills that every aspiring mountain biker should know.

track in the direction you look and follow the slight shifts and leans
of your body. You should not think so much about steering but the
direction in which you wish to go.
Rise above the saddle. When racing down bumpy, technical
descents, you should not be sitting on the saddle but instead
standing on the pedals and straddling the seat, allowing your legs
and knees to absorb the rocky trail instead of your rear.
Drop your saddle. For super steep, technical descents, you may
want to drop your saddle 2 or 3 inches. This lowers your center of
gravity, giving you more room to bounce around.
Keep your pedals parallel to the ground. The front pedal should
be slightly higher so that it doesn’t catch on small rocks or logs.
Stay focused. Many descents require your utmost concentration
and focus just to reach the bottom. You must notice every groove,
root, rock, hole and bump. You, the bike and the trail should all
become one as you seek singletrack nirvana on your way down the
mountain. If your thoughts wander, then so may your bike, and into
those trees you will go.

